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Abstract
A temporal graph is a graph whose edge set can change over time. We only require that the edge set
in each time step forms a connected graph. The temporal exploration problem asks for a temporal
walk that starts at a given vertex, moves over at most one edge in each time step, visits all vertices,
and reaches the last unvisited vertex as early as possible. We show in this paper that every temporal
graph with n vertices can be explored in O(n1.75) time steps provided that either the degree of the
graph is bounded in each step or the temporal walk is allowed to make two moves per step. This
result is interesting because it breaks the lower bound of Ω(n2) steps that holds for the worst-case
exploration time if only one move per time step is allowed and the graph in each step can have
arbitrary degree. We complement this main result by a logarithmic inapproximability result and
a proof that for sparse temporal graphs (i.e., temporal graphs with O(n) edges in the underlying
graph) making O(1) moves per time step can improve the worst-case exploration time at most by a
constant factor.
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